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Text: James 3:13-4:3, 7-8a 

Theme: Wise and Understanding      

 

Grace to you and peace from God our Father,  

and the Lord Jesus Christ.  Amen  

 

We took a break last week from the Letter of James so we could listen 

to Vicar Josh, our new Associate Pastor, preach on what it means for 

believers to take up their cross and follow Christ.  It is what frames all 

these directives we find in James.  When we follow Christ, our faith 

will produce the endurance we need to face anything that comes our 

way.  When we follow Christ, we will be quick to listen and slow to 

speak and even slower in expressing our anger.  We will be doers of 

his Word and not just hearers.  We will care for orphans and widows 

in their distress and will keep ourselves unstained by the world.   
 

And then in the opening verses of James 3 we are warned that those 

of us who teach will be judged with greater strictness.  All of us must 

be cognizant of the fact that one careless or wrongly placed word has 

the power to turn peace into chaos.  It could damage the reputation of 

others.  Out of the same mouth we cannot bless the Lord and then turn 

around and curse our neighbor.  James believes the small but mighty 

tongue can stain the whole body.  It can start a spark that sets the 

whole world on fire and we go up with it.   
 

Gary Chapman in his book, Love as a Way of Life, describes words as 

being either bullets or seeds.  If we use our words as bullets in order 

to puff ourselves up or to condemn someone else then our relation-

ships can become damaged beyond repair.  But if we use our words in 

order to be supportive and offer good will towards others then we can 

build on our relationships in positive and life-affirming ways.   
 

Now that we have caught up with our lesson for today, James now 

talks about two different kinds of wisdom (earthly wisdom and the 

wisdom from above).  He starts his discussion by asking us this 

question: Who among us is wise and understanding?   

I am confident that none of us would stand up and proclaim in public 

that we were wise (that we have all the answers) (that we have solved 

all our problems).  But we certainly have heard some wise advice over 

the years that has helped us.  Sometimes it comes from Scripture 

when we read such passages as Philippians 4:13 – I can do anything 

through God who strengthens me.  It is the Bible text that one of our 

young people selected for her Confirmation verse.  This verse inspires 

her and gets her through the more difficult days knowing that God is 

there to help her.  She has the verse hanging on the wall in her bed-

room.  She wants to see it every day.  
 

We receive wise advice from parents or mentors who say to us such 

things as – You cannot expect to succeed without trying.  Keep your 

mind clear.  Always enjoy what you choose to do.  Follow your heart.  

Put yourself in the shoes of another before you judge.  Become the 

person you want to be rather than let others decide that for you.  And I 

once heard one father say to his adult son when the son called to share 

the news that he and his wife just had a baby girl.  The father told him 

that the best thing his son could do for his new child was to love her 

mother.   
 

All of this is wonderful advice.  It is wisdom born out of experience.  

It is the truth that we have discovered about life that we want the next 

generation to embrace so that they do not make the same mistakes 

that we made or so that they could live a better life.   
 

Our lesson for today spends a lot of time talking about wisdom.  It is a 

very important theme in Scripture.  We have books of the Bible that 

are classified under Wisdom Literature (Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes).  

In the New Testament, Jesus is equated with wisdom.  God wants us 

to have his wisdom.  God does not want us to be naïve when living in 

this world.  God also does not want us to puff ourselves up thinking 

that we are wise when we are not.  It brings us back to the question: 

Who among us is wise and understanding?   
 

James then helps us answer the question by first describing what our 

behaviors might look like if we dwell too heavily in the realm of 

earthly wisdom.  If we are envious of others, if all we care about is 

ourselves, if we boast and tell lies then such wisdom is not from God.  

Such wisdom eventually leads to chaos and wickedness of every kind.  

And we have certainly experienced that in our lifetime.   



What then does wisdom from above look like? 
 

Based on the lesson from last Sunday wisdom is measured not only 

by the way we talk to one another but the example we set for others 

(by the way we live our lives).  Wisdom from above means we will 

live according to the will of God and we will live a humble life.  

Mean-spirited ambition is not wisdom.  Boasting about how smart we 

are is not wisdom.  Real wisdom starts with a holy life.  It is 

characterized by our ability to get along with all sorts of people (even 

those we may not like or may not understand).  It is gentle and 

reasonable.  It is overflowing with mercy and blessings.  It is not two-

faced.  James is telling us that the key to developing a healthy faith 

community (that lives right with God) is to do the hard work of 

building each other up and treating each other with dignity and honor. 
 

James offers us another verse that we could memorize.  At the end of 

James 3 he writes – But the wisdom from above is indeed first pure, 

then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and good fruits, 

impartial and sincere.   
 

After listing all these attributes James then opens the fourth chapter to 

focus specifically on peace.  How destructive it is when people fight 

and quarrel among themselves.  In the culture of his time, peace was 

(and still is) referred to as shalom.  Every week in our prayer petitions 

we ask for peace.  We want it for our nation and for the nations of the 

world.  We long for it and pray for it but we do not often see it.   
 

In some Chinese cultures I learned that there are three different words 

or characters that all mean peace.  None of them have anything to do 

with the lack of warfare but center on something entirely different.  

The first word (an) talks about peace within the home.  If we do not 

have peace in our homes, it is difficult to have peace in the rest of the 

world.  The second word (ping) means equity among people.  Peace 

comes when people are treated as equals.  The third character (ho) 

means peace that comes when everyone has had enough to eat.   
 

All three words imply that as peacemakers we are to provide for those 

around us.  It is about doing our part to be sure that everyone has 

enough to eat.  It is about treating people as equals.  And it is about 

fostering peace in our homes.   

James is teaching us today that peace is central to wisdom.  Wisdom 

cannot be of God if it is not coming from a place of peace. 
 

When we take up our cross and follow Christ we do so asking for his 

wisdom.  When we look closely at the Bible and what it has to say 

about wisdom, we discover that it has less to do with how smart we 

are or the lessons we learned the hard way that we want to pass on to 

the next generation.  It is all about our motives.  When our motives 

are self-centered and selfish, when we fight and quarrel, then we are 

not wise at all.  When we are motivated by God (when we are 

motivated by peace and love for our neighbor) then we discover that 

we are well-equipped to be wise and understanding.  Amen  
 


